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Abstract—Trap generation is hard to estimate in a Flash cell due
to a dynamic stress field during program and erase. In this paper,
a linear correlation is found between the erase state rollup and
cycling window. With the knowledge of the time dependence of
erase stress field based on Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tunneling, the

rollup during cycling is evaluated by incorporating field depen-
dent oxide trap generation. The extracted� degradation slope
during constant FN stress can be applied quantitatively to predict
the window closure during Flash cell cycling.

Index Terms—Dynamic stress, evaluation method, Flash
EEPROM, tunnel oxide.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-FIELD stressing during program/erase (P/E)
cycling in Flash EEPROM operation can lead to a

significant increase of trap generation in tunnel oxide. Such
trap generation has important impacts on endurance and data
retention of a Flash memory cell. For example, these traps
can serve as an intermediate state during tunneling and cause
stress-induced leakage current [1]. To realize highly reliable
Flash EEPROMs, comprehensive understanding of cell char-
acteristics degradation during P/E cycling is essential. Trap
generation during stress has been widely studied in MOSFETs
and many trap generation models were proposed [2], [3].
However, these models, which are based on constant current
stress or constant voltage stress conditions, cannot be directly
applied to a Flash device, where both oxide field and gate
current change with program or erase time. In addition, the
modeling of degradation during P/E cycling is complicated
[4]. By utilizing a steady-state stress-induced leakage current
(SILC) model and an empirical formula to describe the re-
lationship between stress current and neutral trap density, a
quantitative model is developed that allows a prediction of the
SILC-related disturb behavior of tunnel-oxide devices after
P/E cycling [5]. In this work, we will focus on the modeling
of the window degradation due to cycling-caused trap
creation. Both Flash device and dummy cell are characterized
to investigate window degradation under various stress
conditions. The dummy cell is fabricated by the same process as
a Flash cell except for connected floating gate and control gate.
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of erase E is plotted with E = 12.5 and
12.0 MV/cm for t = 9:5 nm. The convergence behavior is clearly observed
as t > 5 � 10 s. The erase field at the end of erase operation is similar in
the two cases, which is about 9.233 MV/cm.

By using a Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tunneling equation and a
universal field dependent trap creation model, the evolution
of oxide degradation during P/E cycling as a function of erase
condition is established. Finally, this method has been verified
with respect to cycling number dependence, cycling window
dependence, and process dependence.

II. MODELING OF ERASE ROLLUP

A. Analytical Expression for Erase Characteristic

A channel hot electron (CHE) program and FN erase scheme
is adopted in this study. As reported by Suhail et al., the CHE
stress will cause less damage than FN tunneling stress [6].
Therefore, in calculation, we only consider the damage induced
by FN erase. During erase, the electric field in tunnel oxide will
change with time, and an expression for the with initial
erase field can be expressed as [7]

(1)

where Amp/V MV/cm [8],
is the sum of the capacitances of the cell, is the thickness
of tunnel dielectric, stands for an initial electric field, and

represents the tunnel area. In Fig. 1, the time evolution of
erase is plotted for nm. Two curves start to con-
verge after s , and reach about the same final

MV/cm at ms. From (1), we know that
this convergence behavior holds for

.
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B. Charge Generation During ac Stress

This simulated result shows that the is still high at the
end of the erase operation. In such a high field region, both E
and 1/E oxide breakdown models suggest a field-dependent trap
generation rate [9]. According to published data, the degrada-
tion is 10 times worse for each 1 MV/cm increment of
and the field acceleration factor is usually in the range of
0.7–1.1 [9], [10]. By applying a constant current stress with
CHE filling in dummy cells, can be extracted, as shown in
Fig. 2. Before the trap generation saturates, a linear correla-
tion is observed in Fig. 2 in a plot. The ex-
tracted value (0.96) is in agreement with those reported in
[9] and [10]. The CHE filling conditions are V and

V for 100 s. As illustrated in Fig. 3, after subsequent
CHE filling, no noticeable difference is observed for a fresh cell,
but the threshold voltage is greatly increased for a stressed de-
vice. In other words, the CHE filling can increase the trapped
electron density after stress [11] but will not damage the oxide.
Since the erase time is 1 ms, the for 1–M cycling under
constant MV/cm is then estimated to be
(9.23 MV/cm)/ V from Fig. 2. Typi-
cally, the increased rate of under a constant stress field
should follow a power law dependence on stress time and can
be described as [12]

(2)

where is the degradation factor, and t represents a cu-
mulative stress time under the same field. For a different ,
since the relationship between and is known, the
damage induced by a different stress field at time t can be
transformed to that induced by a same field via the following
expression:

(3)

Similarly, if is time varying, can be approx-
imated by a summation of numerous s of small time in-
terval, , within which can be assumed to be constant

(4)

As a demonstration of the above time transformation, an exper-
iment of under a staircase stress field is carried out. In
Fig. 4, the under stress is plotted against the step number.
The solid circles denote the measurement data and the open ones
are the calculated result with . The power factor n can be
extracted from Fig. 2. The calculated result reasonably matches
the measurement result, which shows the validity of (4).

Fig. 2. �V under constant current stress is plotted against E on a semilog
scale. The CHE filling conditions are V = 3:5 V and V = 6 V for 100 s.
The extracted  value is about 0.96.

Fig. 3. With applying subsequent CHE filling, no noticeable difference is
observed for a fresh cell, but the threshold voltage is greatly increased for a
stressed device.

Fig. 4. �V under a staircase stress field is plotted against the step number.
The total stress time is fixed at 10 s. The solid circles denote the measurement
data, and the open ones are the calculated result with n = 0:5. The power factor
n can be extracted from Fig. 2.

C. Erase Rollup During P/E Cycling

Along with electron trapping in the tunnel oxide during cy-
cling, the erase rolls up and the maximum erase field
will reduce. The at each cycle can be expressed as

cumulative stress time
(5)

Now, the endurance characteristic of a Flash cell can be eval-
uated by a self-consistent calculation of (1), (4), and (5). In the
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Fig. 5. Endurance characteristic of the Flash cell during P/E cycling is plotted.
The device is programmed under V = 5 V and V = 10 V for 1 �s and is
erased with V = V = V = 8 V and V = �8 V for 1 ms. The definition
of initial P/E window and �V is also denoted.

beginning, the is equal to . After the is ob-
tained, the time evolution of oxide field can be simulated by
utilizing (1), and then, the stress damage induced by can
be calculated using an equivalent stress time at constant field
via (4). Finally, the for next cycle can be determined. The
above procedure is repeated until the prescribed cycle number
is reached.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The test device has a gate length of 0.3 m and a gate area of
0.09 m . The typical endurance characteristic of a Flash cell
during P/E cycling is shown in Fig. 5. The Flash device is pro-
grammed by CHE injection at V and V for
1 s and erased by FN injection at V and

V for 1 ms. As shown in the figure, the dominant en-
durance characteristic of the cell is the collapse of the threshold
window with increasing P/E cycles. Here, denotes the shift
of erase after 1 M cycling. We replot the cycling number evo-
lution of the P/E window in Fig. 6 and the simulated results with

and are shown for comparison. The calcu-
lated one fits well with the measurement data when . In
Fig. 7, the is plotted against its initial P/E window. Three
erase gate biases of , , and V are used to achieve
a different range of cycling window. A linear correlation is ob-
served in the figure. The slope is about 0.0926 on a semilog
scale. For a given erase bias, the initial P/E window has a spread
about 0.4 V. The explanation will be given later. As shown in the
figure, regardless of erase bias, a similar trend of degradation
is found under a same operation window. This implies that the
rollup of is strongly related to the charge flow or but
slightly depends on the oxide thickness. The calculated is
also plotted against the initial P/E window on a semilog scale
in Fig. 7 with cm/MV and cm/MV and the
simulated degradation slope is consistent with the measurement
result.

In Fig. 8, simulated erase characteristics for nm
with MV/cm and nm with

Fig. 6. Window closure effect is simulated with  = 0:95 and  = 1:1. The
calculated result well fits the measurement data.

Fig. 7. �V is plotted against its initial P/E window. A linear correlation
is observed. The simulated curves with two different field acceleration factors
( = 0:95 and  = 1:1) are also shown for comparison.

Fig. 8. Simulated erase characteristics for t = 9:5 nm with
E = 12:0 MV/cm and t = 9:2 nm with E = 12:4 MV/cm.
The changes of the threshold voltage on the tunnel oxide (�V ) after 1-ms
erase is also shown in the figure.

MV/cm are shown. Note that the two curves have a same
initial voltage at the floating gate although the tunnel oxide
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Fig. 9. Time evolution of the charge pumping current is recorded for the
samples with and without NO anneal. Although the degradation rate is the
same, the �I of a NO annealed sample is about half of that without NO
anneal.

thickness is different. The change of the threshold voltage on
the tunnel oxide after 1 ms erase is also denoted in the
figure. It should be noted that a 0.3-nm variation on oxide thick-
ness is not unusual due to process variation and this thickness
variation can be monitored via the change of gate current in FN
tunneling region. From the simulation, we know that even this
small variation will induce about a 0.3-V difference in the
floating gate if the same initial erase voltage is applied to the
floating gate. Since the gate coupling ratio [ ,
typically 0.65 for an EPROM tunnel oxide (ETOX) structure]
is nearly the same for this two cases, the thickness difference
here thus represents a V V variation of P/E
window under a fixed operation bias. The is the total ca-
pacitance between the control gate and the floating gate. This
explains why the degradation fluctuates under a constant
erase bias, as shown in Fig. 7.

IV. PROCESS-DEPENDENCE

The continuous shrinkage of Flash device dimensions
requires highly reliable tunnel dielectric films. The nitrided
oxide is a promising candidate for such films due to its
excellent immunity to electric stress, such as suppression of
SILC [13]. In our experiments, the nitrogen is incorporated
into the oxide via NO anneal. In Fig. 9, the charge pumping
current is measured on a MOSFET with m/20

m and nm. Constant current stress (CCS) at
A is chosen here to emulate the same cycling

windows during operation. Although the degradation rate is
the same, the of a NO annealed sample is about half of
that without NO anneal. Assuming other parameters are the
same for the two cases, the calculated of a NO annealed
sample is plotted against the initial P/E window in Fig. 10 with

cm/MV and cm/MV. The measurement data
is also shown for comparison. The calculated result reasonably
reflects the measurement, which proves the validity of our
methodology during process evaluation. In other words, the
measurement data collected in the process development stage
can be correlated to the cell data.

Fig. 10. According to the result of Fig. 9, the�V in a NO annealed sample
is successfully emulated. This proves the predictability of our methodology.

V. CONCLUSION

A linear correlation has been found between the initial P/E
window and the erase rollup after cycling. A physical
explanation has been given. In addition, the validity of this
methodology during process evaluation has been proven. Since
the oxide damage depends on the oxide field, a multiple erase
bias scheme with a reduced maximum field may be a better
choice. Our findings are important in evaluating the tunnel
oxide quality and optimizing the erase waveform.
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